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 The Velvet Underground and Nico is the debut album from the New York based 
band the Velvet Underground.  Nico, a German model/singer, contributed vocals to 
the album and was credited in the title. The album is noted for its experimental 
techniques and its influence on modern rock music. It is ranked 13th in Rolling Stones 500 
Best Albums of All Time. 

Technical Quality 

 The Velvet Underground and Nico was recorded in three separate studios from 
April to November 1966.  The different studio spaces and accompanying engineers 
account for a varied level of production between the album’s tracks. Although artist 
Andy Warhol is noted as the album’s producer it has been stated in several interviews 
that outside of paying for studio time he “didn’t do anything”. Warhol did not have any 
experience with audio production and was not really involved in the actual recording 
but had a deep interest in the band and helped finance most of estimated $1,500 to 
$3,000 in costs. 

 The band began recording in April 1966 at Scepter Studios in New York City. 
Although the studio never recorded any other notable albums the building went on to 
become the legendary club Studio 54.   While at Scepter the band worked with two 
engineers John Licata, and Norman Dolph.  Dolph was a Columbia Records Sales 
Executive who was also helping to finance the album.  The studio was very small and 
the band had to be careful not to move around too much when playing or they might 
actually bump into one another. 

Regardless of space issues nine of the album tracks would be recorded over four 
days at Scepter.  The sessions were extremely high energy as the band worked to 
record as much as possible during their limited eight hour studio sessions. In an interview 
with Perfect Sound.com Dolph said “Anytime they'd break down, I'd stop the tape and 
we'd start over. I don't think there are two different complete takes on more than one 
or two songs.” 

After the four day recording stint Dolph sent an acetate tape of the sessions to 
several record labels trying to secure distribution for the album. The MGM owned Verve 
records would eventually accept the recordings and flew the band out to Hollywood to 



complete the album in T.T.G (Two Terrible Guys) Studios.  Wikipedia notes T.T.G. Studios 
as a studio with “a high decibel threshold level” and for hosting acts such as Alice 
Copper, The Monkees, and Jimi Hendrix.  Once in California the band met Verve 
producer Tom Wilson. Wilson would provide much needed production experience and 
ultimately shape the sound of the album. 

When the band arrived at the studio in May 1966, Wilson would advise them to 
re-record some of the album’s stronger tracks. A total of three re-recorded and two 
new tracks (one of which would not make the album) would come from the two days 
spent in the Hollywood studio. At this point the band had recorded all of the content for 
the album but Wilson still had a lot of production work to do.  On top of that he felt that 
the album needed a hit.  Wilson secured studio time at Mayfair Studios in New York City 
in order to finish the album. 

In between studio time the Velvet Underground would write “Sunday Morning” a 
song that they believed along with Wilson’s production could produce a radio hit. 
Entering the large Mayfair Studios in November 1966 the band worked with Wilson to 
polish their old material and record the new song.  “Sunday Morning” is noted as the 
albums most highly produced track as it was aimed for radio airplay and received extra 
attention for Wilson. At the end of the month all recording for the album would be 
finished. 

 The album was originally released on 12” vinyl but has since been re released 
several times on Compact Disc. The first appearance of an album CD was in 1986 and 
a Deluxe Edition that included stereo, mono, and solo tracks by Nico was released in 
2002. The album’s undeniably low-fi quality has been reproduced well in subsequent 
releases. The gritty unpolished sound is one of the band’s trademarks. 

Sequencing 

The Velvet Underground and Nico was released by Verve Records on March 12th 
1967.  The album was a departure from the label’s traditional jazz focus.  Although it has 
never been formally recognized by the band as such, some consider The Velvet 
Underground and Nico to be a concept album; the concept being a first person 
narration of the life in the New York underground.    The separate songs act almost as 
scenes in a sort of a New York hipster documentary. 

That being said the album sequencing follows a traditional format, intermixing 
bolder and strong tracks with filler and slow tempo ballads. 

1. “Sunday Morning” - Collaborator Nico was originally planned to provide 
the lead vocal on the track but after considering the song as a radio single 
the band made the decision to use front man Lou Reed’s vocals.  The song’s 
lyrics recount Reed waking up in the morning and questioning if “he wants to 



know” what happened the night before.   The song features a celesta which 
was included only because it was in the studio at the time of recording.  
Traditional sequencing calls for a hit or strong opener and this song is no 
exception. 
 

2.  “I’m Waiting for the Man”- Track two is one of the Velvet’s most iconic 
songs and another strong track. Often times an album’s second track is also 
released as a single but Track 2 never received radio airplay, possibly 
because of the songs controversial subject matter.  It recounts Reed traveling 
downtown to buy twenty six dollars worth of heroin from a dealer, or “the 
Man.”  The song features a chugging piano line and is one of the album’s 
best. 

 
 

3. “Femme Fatale”- The first track on the album to feature lead vocals by 
Nico slows down the pace considerably.  The song, as in many of the albums 
tracks, was written about one of Andy Warhol’s “Superstars.”  Nico’s voice is 
interesting. Its sounds cold, and her accent is thick. Over the soft backing 
melody her strong voice creates an interesting contrast.  While still an 
interesting song the lyrics and tempo of the track mark the song as one of the 
albums tamer tracks.  This may have been have been placed intentionally to 
increase the impact of… 
 

4. “Venus in Furs” - According to traditional album sequencing Track 4 is usually 
a filler track.  Venus in Furs may serve as an exception to that rule as it is one 
of the albums most experimental songs not just in terms of instrumentation but 
also lyrics.  The song based on a book of the same names deals with themes 
of sadomasochism, bondage and submission.  Lyrics like “Tong of Thongs, the 
belt that does await you” and the track’ signature shrieking guitar are 
certainly ear catching. 

 
 

5. “Run Run Run”- One of the album’s more rocking songs it features a 
prominent guitar solo by Reed.  The song tells the story of four characters 
seeking drugs in the city.  The vocals on the song are especially muddy 
sounding as rough as the songs subject matter. 
 

6. “All Tomorrow’s Parties”- The second single from the album also closes 
its first side.  Featuring lead vocals by Nico the lyrics are an observation of the 
Warhol clique and the obsessions of fashion and art associated with it.  The 
piano on the song was prepared with a chain of paper clips attached to its 



strings. The song also features an Ostrich guitar.  The use of exotic instruments 
was typical of the band’s experimental sound. 

 
7. “Heroin”- The album’s second side begins with its most controversial and 

arguably strongest song. Heroin is about well…Heroin.  Over the course of 
seven minutes Reed describes to us the dizzying highs and lows associated 
with the drug.  The song is famous for more than its subject matter however. 
Its rhythmic guitar and drum pattern create a tense mood that slowly builds 
into chaos. Towards the end of the song an electric viola is introduced only 
adding to the intense sound.  The song is ranked number 455 on Rolling 
Stones 500 Best Songs of All Time and earned a spot in the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame’s 500 Songs that Shaped Rock and Roll. 

 
8. “There She Goes Again”- After the intensity of “Heroin” track 8 can feel a 

little bit like filler.  The song lifts a guitar riff from an early 60’s Marvin Gaye 
song and is one of the bands more traditional songs.  However the strange 
almost wailing backing vocal and the lyrics detailing a prostitute’s life in the 
city are far from ordinary. 

 
9. “I’ll Be Your Mirror”- Recording of this track proved difficult for Nico, who 

provided the lead vocal. The band wanted the song to have delicate and 
light vocals. Nico’s voice was heavily accented and strong. It took Nico 
several frustrating takes to sing the way the band wanted.  The short love 
song might seem out of place in the fairly dark album but it is not 
unwelcome. The song’s sweet lyrics, Nico’s soothing vocal, and gentle 
instrumentation ( a tambourine is the most noticeable) work together to 
create a song that might seem weak in terms of subject matter but not in 
simple emotion. 

 
10. “The Black Angels Death Song”- The song’s screeching guitar loop is 

somewhat irritating as is Reed’s odd vocal pattern but the lyrics are 
interesting; written from the point of view of the Black Angel of Death.  The 
band wanted the song to have a dissonant feeling and incorporated the 
electric viola and microphone feedback.   Some cite track 10 as one of the 
album’s weaker songs. 

 
11. “European Son”- The album’s longest song European Son clocks in at close to 

8 minutes.  The song begins with a simple guitar riff and after about a minute 
in changes tempo when a loud metallic noise is heard (the smashing of 
plates with a metal chair).  After that point the song was largely improvised 
and has thus been compared to free jazz. The song uses techniques of 



distortion and feedback and is largely instrumental with most of the lyrics 
appearing within the first minute.   

Audience 

 The experimental themes of the Velvet Underground and Nico fit well into the 
prominent counterculture movement of the late 60’s.  However the Velvet Underground 
appealed to the East Coast side of the movement, a near antithesis of the hippie 
movement on the West Coast.  In California hippie culture was growing, mainly inspired 
by the rise of psychedelic rock and its aesthetic.  In New York City counterculture was 
better related to avant-garde music and art with Andy Warhol at the forefront.  
California had the grandiose and colorful sound of The Beatles Sgt.Pepper while New 
York had the dark, edgy, and minimalist Velvet Underground.  

 The album would appeal best to New York City hipsters who had themselves 
lived out the events Reed would sing about. Artsy kids, sexual deviants, junkies, they all 
had a place in the album.  The heavy themes of the Velvet Underground and Nico 
made it hard however for one demographic to be associated with it.  Some of the 
albums darker themes may have been too adult form listeners in the 18-24 age range 
but too young and abstract from someone in the 25- 39 age range. It seems as if the 
ideal Velvet Underground target might have been a 25 year old New York City resident 
involved in counterculture. 

Jacket 

The Velvet Underground and Nico is sometimes referred to as the “banana 
album” because of the famous Andy Warhol print on it’s cover.  Andy Warhol’s name 
also appears on the cover in cursive type. Towards the top of the cover in small print 
are the words “peel slowly and see”. When the album was originally released a special 
vinyl sticker of the banana peel could be removed to reveal a bare pink banana 
underneath. The sticker gimmick cost Verve money and time to produce but they felt 
that the extra association it might give the album to Warhol would boost album sales.  
Copies of the original record with the vinyl sticker are very rare nowadays and are 
considered collector’s items. 

The back cover of the album has large text crediting Andy Warhol as the 
album’s producer. Again the label was really pushing the Warhol connection.  Below 
that is an image of the band playing live. This image however turned out to be 
problematic.  A large projection of actor Eric Emmerson appears behind the band, a 
set piece from the show. Emmerson did not approve the use of his image and 
threatened to sue. To avoid further conflict the label pulled the record from stores 
shelves and stopped its pressing until the image could be fixed.   



In terms of overall design the albums front and back covers feature lots of white 
space and bold colorful images.  This sort of aesthetic is typical of the pop art 
movement Warhol started and also the post modern aesthetic the band came to 
represent.   

Image 

As discussed before the Velvet Underground became the poster kids for the New 
York avant-garde art and music scene of late 60s counterculture. They were edgy, 
signing about sadomasochism and drugs, and unique in terms of experimental 
instrumentation. They were friends with Andy Warhol, the king of all things cool in New 
York.  It sounded like the Velvet Underground screamed hip and yet when the album 
was released in March 1967 it sold very poorly.  

According to Billboard.com archives the album first entered the charts at 199 in 
May 1967, peaked at 171 in December and left the charts in January 1968 at 193.  Why 
such low sales?  One of the albums selling points; it’s honest and explicit lyrics, held it 
back.  Many record stores refused to sell a record with such controversial content.  
Worse many radio stations would not even play the albums tamer singles. 

 Without radio airplay and in store availability it is not surprising that the 
album was a financial failure.  Also Verve did not have any plans for marketing of the 
album. They had hoped that the Warhol blessing would propel the album sales. But 
when the album was widely unavailable the label should have become more 
aggressive in marketing the album. 

Fortunately years later the album has received proper recognition.  It has 
appeared on many “Influential” and “Best Of All Time” lists and appears as number 1 in 
Spin Magazine’s 2003 “Top 15 most influential albums.”  The album is unique, 
experimental, and deserves to be heard.   

 

 

 

 

   


